
Award Category Name - Best New Promotion
Event Name - CLS Cruise 
About -

Company Name - NPA Events ( National Performing Arts and Events LLC)

Celebrating 125 years of Mercedes-Benz and the launch of the new 
Mercedes-Benz CLS on-board luxury yacht M/V Loaloat Al Behar (Ex-
Al Said- The Royal Yacht of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said, the 
ruler of the Sultanate of Oman) held in Muscat on 12th May 2011



A . I n t r o d u c t i o n  – t h e  b r a n d  p h i l o s o p h y

Mercedes-Benz follows a very strong brand philosophy which is also their brand’s
tagline – ‘The best or nothing’; and this philosophy is reflected in everything they do.
Be it the car they make, be it the way they promote it and to be specific, be it the way
they launch their cars in the market. Mercedes-Benz believes in creating an event
experience which lasts in the minds of their guests, long after the event is over which
reminds them of the brand and its product.

The new CLS four door coupe was no ordinary product from the world-renowned
German car maker. In October 2003, Mercedes-Benz established a bold new vehicle
concept – the CLS which enjoyed unsurpassed degree of success. The new version of
the CLS was officially launched on what can be called as a very special day for
Mercedes-Benz; 29th January 2011. It was on this day in 1886 that Carl Benz filed a
patent application at the Reich patent office for his “vehicle operated by gas engine”.
This was the invention of the world’s first automobile, the Benz Patent-Motorwagen.

Now, 125 years to the day, 29th January 2011 saw the launch of the latest development
from Mercedes-Benz – the new CLS, commensurating 125! years of innovation.



The journey from the Benz Patent Motorwagen to the new CLS 4 door coupe talks a
bout a legacy of innovation that no other car manufacturer has experienced.

Thus the launch of the new CLS, marking the 125th anniversary of the global automaker
was of great importance to the brand and all its partners around the globe.

2011- MERCEDES-BENZ F-800 CONCEPT VEHICLE

1886 - BENZ PATENT MOTORWAGEN



B. G u i d e l i n e s  - t h e  e v e n t  b r i e f

Zawawi Trading Co. LLC, the sole authorized general distributor of Mercedes-Benz
passenger cars in Oman was responsible to present and promote the new CLS to the
crème de la crème in Muscat who were their target group which consisted of their
existing customers as well as high profile potential customers who would be an ideal
CLS driver.

The launch of the new CLS was unlike any other car launch/ promotion that they had
done earlier, mainly because of its sheer importance of being globally unveiled during
the 125th centennial celebration of the brand itself. The CLS was not only a style icon,
the first ever to combine the elegance and dynamism of a coupe with the comfort and
functionality of a saloon but it was also looked upon as a proof of innovation, a path
which Mercedes-Benz has followed over the years.



To plan the best event of its class, Zawawi Trading called in three event management
firms to pitch-in for the launch event of the new Mercedes-Benz CLS.

The client was very clear about what they wanted. They wanted to hold a top class
event for around 100 VVIP guests ( businessmen, top corporate head honchos,
ministers, members of the diplomat corps and other high net worth individuals) who
would appreciate the new CLS and would be prospective buyers of the new car.

The client also made it clear that they wanted to launch the car in a style that was
never before done in Oman or even with-in the Middle East region. They wanted the
entire concept to be new, something apt for celebrating an esteemed occasion like the
125th year anniversary, which was a milestone in itself for the brand.

They truly wanted to bring out their brand philosophy of ‘ The best of nothing’ through
the event, while focusing on the CLS integrated marketing campaign ‘ SENSUALITY and
SENSE’. Every Mercedes-Benz dealer kept track of who did what with the new CLS.



C.   T h e  e v e n t  c o n c e p t  - m a k i n g  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e

Soon after the client’s brief, the team at NPA Events understood that the event had to
be different from the word go. It was just not sufficient for it to be different in parts and
portions. The entire idea, concept, execution and experience had to be different.

This meant that we could not hold the event in any of Muscat’s few 5 star hotel’s in
their plush ballrooms. These venues had been decked-up umpteen number if times for
various events, from seminars, to car launches and fashion shows to weddings.

To design a truly unique event, we had to move it to the outdoors but the climate in the
month of May had already started touching 50 °C. Thus an extensive search started for
the best outdoor venue in Oman to host the launch of the much awaited CLS.

The creative team of NPA Events approached every possible location; from dive centers
to marinas and private islands to the most serene public beaches to set-up the venue
which would in the best possible manner assist in dealing with the rising temperature.
The idea was to take the guests out from the regular ballroom into the nature where
the theme of sensuality and sense would perfectly fit into the launch event.



The idea of hosting the event in the outdoors was zeroed upon. Though this was not
the first time that a car had been unveiled outdoors in Oman, we wanted to relate the
event to the beach and the water front for which Oman is famous for. Unveiling the
new CLS with the serene waters of one of Oman’s beautiful beaches as the background
would have definitely been the perfect way to present the car which talks about
sensuality and sense to its rightful audience.

As the thought process moved forward, there was one requirement which seemed to
be inevitable; a tent. Though the best location was chosen which had enough wind flow
from all side, towards the evening the humidity in the area had a tendency to increase
drastically. It was absolutely not advisable to have the guests out in that climatic
condition, making them wait to witness the unveiling of a car. With-in a few minutes of
networking, the humidity would have caught-up and guests would start leaving, not
being able to bear the heat and the whole purpose of the event would be defeated.

The other problem we faced is that alcoholic beverages were not allowed to be served
out in the open (at public areas) by law of the country.



A lot of permissions from the concerned authorities had to be taken to serve alcohol in
outdoors. But they would not have considered our application unless we moved most
parts of the event into a tent.

Thus, due to these two reasons we decided to conduct the event in two portions with
the welcoming of guests and initial networking taking place inside an air-conditioned
tent and the car launch to happen in out in the open, being placed on a platform on
water and the guests would be invited to witness the car launch and later drinks and
canapés would be served back in the tent where the guests to take a closer look of the
new CLS.

The production team at NPA Events sourced a unique oval designed tent from one of
the best tent suppliers in the UAE. The entire plan was put together, the interiors, the
furniture, the exteriors, the lighting etc.

The interiors of the tent was designed to have a very casual / relaxed lounge feel to it
with a bar counter and ample sofas spread around a centre stage with A/V screens.





The team consulted our regular production suppliers, caterers, light and sound
suppliers, model supplying agency, alcohol retailers etc and initial event presentation
with ballpark budgets were shared with the client to indicate on which line we had
approached the event.

The client liked the concept of taking the event to the outdoors, holding it next to the
beach, setting-up a tent, the lights, the décor, the food etc.

There was only one major concern; the budget. The cost of hiring the tent from UAE
along with the entire set-up and tear down, crew, transportation, logistics etc worked
out to US$ 125,000/- which was more than the over-all budget that the client had kept
aside for the event. The other elements of the event added up to blow out the budget
out of proportion. The client did not want to restrict our thoughts by putting forward
the budget at the initial stage and therefore wanted to see how creative we could get.

They gave a figure of US$ 100,000/- for the entire event from A to Z and asked us to
come back with another plan as exciting as we had proposed but with-in the budgets.



D.   Th e  w o r k  a r o u n d  – P l a n  B

NPA Events faced a new challenge ahead. First it was about planning a very different car
launch event which Oman had never seen before, now it was about doing the same
with an even lesser budget.

Ideas came crashing, and one by one elements from the list started going off. Nothing
would have made a difference to the estimated budget unless the mammoth cost of
the tent was cut down. Thus the event came back out in the open with all the humidity
and heat for us to deal with. Time was running short and we had to put together a
proposal that met with all the criteria’s of the client. The theme had to be new, the look
and feel had to be refreshing and the event had to be one of its kind in the entire
region, of course all with-in the stipulated budget of US$ 100,000/-.

The client was really taken with the idea of hosting the event next to the sea with the
waters of Oman as the backdrop. So after an extensive research and careful study; NPA
Events decided to shift the event from the sea side to somewhere more spectacular
………………………………………right into the sea. In a manner that was never done before;
the new Mercedes-Benz CLS would now be unveiled in the middle of the Gulf of Oman!



E.    A  m o v i n g  e x p e r i e n c e  – L o a l o a t  A l  B e h a r  ( T h e   P e a r l  o f  t h e  S e a s )

The idea of taking the entire event out to the sea came up with the knowledge that the
worlds largest luxury yacht for charter was now available in Oman.

Loaloat al Behar ( The Pearl of the Seas) was manufactured by world famous Italian
Yacht Builders Picchiotti in 1982 for the Sultan of Oman – His Majesty Sultan Qaboos
bin Said, the yacht was originally known as Al Said with reference to the Omani Royal
Family. However the 104 meter yacht was renamed as Loaloat al Behar in 2008 when
the second and a larger Al Said was made for the Sultan of Oman. Later His Majesty
Sultan Qaboos gifted Loaloat al Behar to Oman’s Ministry of Tourism, thus making it
one of the world’s largest and most modern luxury mega yachts available for charter.

NPA realized this was the opportunity to create history as never before in Oman or
with-in the entire Middle East region was a car launched on board a luxury mega yacht
while it sailed out to sea and in what better way could Oman celebrate the Mercedes-
Benz 125 years of innovation. Thus Loaloat al Behar became the new event venue
which looked nothing less than a floating five star hotel on the Gulf of Oman.













F.    T h e  R e c c e   - E x p l o r i n g  n e w  h o r i z o n s   

Shifting the event onto the yacht solved two of our major concerns, Loaloat al Behar
had well appointed air conditioned halls for the guests to gather during the reception
and they also had a helipad at the rear deck/ stern of the yacht where the car could be
unveiled during the launch. This ensured that heat and humidity would not be a
hindrance anymore and the climate at the stern would also be pleasant as the yacht
would be sailing. The yacht was also licensed to serve alcoholic beverages and could
take-up 150 passengers with full fledged catering set-up.

It all seemed to perfectly fit our event requirement, overcoming all the hassles we
would have faced by doing the event in the tent. It took us a few meetings with the
Ministry of Tourism to convince them that a car launch could actually happen on the
yacht as they had never launched any product on the yacht and were not sure if we
could successfully execute the event as planned.

It was time to put thoughts into action and a detailed event plan had to be made. Time
was passing and the entire plan had to come up from scratch as no one had ever put a
car on this yacht or managed the logistical hassles of organizing an event at the port.



To put up a plan, we had to study the yacht inside-out and consider every detail of the
vessel before going into action mode.

At that stage, one concern we faced was that the yacht was booked by a private party in
Dubai and would return to Khasab only with-in a few days. Khasab was an island city
with-in the Omani boundaries until recently when a modern coast road was built which
easily connects Khasab to UAE. The easiest mode of transport from Muscat to Khasab
was a daily operated flight by Oman air or a twice weekly operated ferry run and
managed by the National Ferries Company. We kept a tab on the yachts return to
Khasab so that we could carry out the initial recce of the venue, but time was running
out and we only had 18 days in hand to the event date– 12th May 2011 was already
fixed and finalized by the client.

Without wasting time, we put together a rough event plan, initial design concept and
an estimated budget for the event and presented it to the client. Right at the first
meeting- the plan, design and estimated budget were all approved by the client and
they awarded the job to us and asked us to execute this event concept immediately .



On the very first day of the yacht’s arrival at Khasab Port, the creative team from NPA
events along with the client flew down to explore the yacht and finalize the event plan.

The team stayed over-night at Khasab , had series of meetings with the yachts clearing
agent – Khimji Ramdas Shipping LLC and the yacht’s crew to work out an entire event
plan from start to finish.

Once the event plan and design concept was fine tuned and approved by the client’s
top management , the production team at NPA events made a second trip to Khasab
and took complete measurements of the areas where branding elements were
supposed to come.

The yacht’s large size made it accessible only at Port Sultan Qaboos in Muscat, thus NPA
Events Admin and Operations team started having meetings with the Oman Port
Authorities and Khimji Ramdas Shipping officials to understand the legal requirements
for holding such a high profile event at the Port. The client started putting together
their guest list, invitations were sent for printing and all cross functional departments
swung into swift action.



G.    T h e  p r e p a r a t i o n s  – P u t t i n g  d i f f e r e n t  p i e c e s  t o g e t h e r  

With no clue regarding the legal formalities of conducting a private event at an
international port, we started to learn the legal formalities and paper works required to
attain our goal.

The port authorities informed us that Port Sultan Qaboos was an international port of
exit and entry, thus the functionalities will be similar to what is followed at an
international Airport.

It was time to put thoughts into action and a detailed event plan had to be made. Time
was passing and the entire plan had to come up from scratch. The success of this event
would depend a lot on the cooperation we receive from the Port Authorities in Muscat.

We learned that it is mandatory that each visitor to the port carried their passports or
their residence ID card. Being a port of exit, free passage to the crew, guests and clients
would not be allowed and this posed as a threat in front of us as it was impossible to ask
the guests to carry their passports to get entry at the gate so they could attend the
event. It was a matter of inconvenience and we did not want our guests to go through it.



After series of meetings with the top Coast Guard officials and the Royal Oman Police, it
was finally agreed that access to the visitors would be granted if we could provide them
with the ID card copies and a complete sheet with the guest’s information, stamped and
printed on our companies letterhead along with an undertaking that NPA took
guarantee of the passage of the guests.

This was the only way we could manage hassle free entry/exit of around 100 guests on
the day of the event, therefore we set up a call centre team that coordinated with the
client and started calling the guests to get their details and copies of their ID cards.

This provision was agreed only for the day of the event and was applicable only for the
guests who were holding an invitation card. We gave the invitation card a look and feel
of a boarding pass which ambushly passed on the seriousness of having to carry the
boarding pass/ invitation. No boarding pass, meant no entry to the yacht, just the way it
works! Special multiple entry badges were designed which allowed access to the crew,
catering staff, ushers and other team members who did not have an invitation card.
Every step involved a long process of taking approvals from the concerned authorities.





INVITATION



ORIGINAL PORT ENRTRY PASS FOR CREW



A lot of special permissions were required to allow a catering company bring food items
into the port, Alcoholic beverages were brought directly to the yacht from the retailer in
sealed police escorted vehicles. Another issue we faced was that the car which was
going to be unveiled at the event was a brand new one, therefore it did not have a local
registration number from the Police authorities.

The rules of the port does not allow entry to any vehicle which is not registered as they
already have large stocks of un-registered cars in their premises which are ordered in by
different automobile sellers and are awaiting delivery to their respective showrooms.

Special permissions had to be taken, and the port had to go out of its way to allow
access to four brand new un-registered Mercedes-Benz vehicles into the port.

The theme of the event also had an element of royalness to it as it was set on the ex-
royal yacht. To welcome our guests in a truly majestic style, we also proposed to have
two armor clad Arabian Horses at the entrance through which the guests would board
the yacht; thus special permissions for livestock was also availed from Coast Guards.



The port also could not allow entry to all the 100 cars in which the guests would be
arriving. We managed to get car entry permits for 5 VVIP cars and the others had to park
their cars in the ports parking area which was open to other users as well. Therefore,
there was no exclusivity we could offer the guests to park their cars.

NPA arranged for shuttle busses to transfer the guests from the gate to the jetty and also
paid the Muscat Municipality to reserve public parking areas opposite to the Port and
the fish market parking. Valet parking service was provided and an entire team to
regulate and manage the parking area was set-up to ensure smooth movement of
guests at the venue. A detailed route-map to the Port highlighting the reserved parking
areas was also provided to the guests along with the invitation.

Four, 25 seater mini busses were put on duty to ply between the main gate, public
parking area, fish market parking and the jetty to ensure that guests did not have to wait
for the shuttle busses in the parking area.

All preparations led us to the set-up day ,11th May when the event started taking shape.



H .     E v e n t  S e t - U p  













I.    T h e  l a u n c h  e v e n t

The production team of NPA Events worked overnight and managed to meet the strict
deadlines of finishing the entire production element on time and hand-over the yacht to
the housekeeping and catering crew to do their set-up.

Guests started arriving from 5:20 pm onwards and the shuttle busses started bringing
guests from the different parking locations to the jetty, where they were welcomed by
regally clad Arabian horses and riders while boarding the MV Loaloat Al Behar or ‘Pearl
of the Seas’ luxury Mega Yacht. Guests were welcomed with wet-towels, welcome drinks
and were ushered into the majestic hall by ushers dressed in sailor’s costumes. The
nautical theme reflected in the invitation cards, the ushers’ uniform and the venue itself.

VVIP guests gathered in a separate hall – the piano lounge where the event host greeted
some of the most influential businessmen and corporate head honchos of Oman. At
sharp 06:00 pm, we set sail and the vessels horn made everyone notice that the CLS
CRUISE had begun. On one side they saw the sun setting and on the other side they
witnessed the rising of the iconic new Mercedes-Benz CLS, all while enjoying sumptuous
drinks, canapés and the sunset cruise of Muscat’s majestic coastline in the Gulf of Oman.
A historical event was in the making!



The highlight of the event was the unveiling of the new Mercedes-Benz CLS, therefore it
was not only the event which had to be different from anything else ever done before in
Oman, but also the manner in which the car would be showcased to the guests.

We did not want to follow the usual style of promoters lifting the cloth off the car to
unveil it. The new CLS boasts of unsurpassed technology which makes it the most ultra
modern luxury car in its segment, thus we thought its only befitting that we use some
amazing technology to unveil the car. Therefore we imported a system called autoreveal
from Belgium, which would unveil the car at the touch of a button.

The autoreveal mechanism has been never before used in Oman, thus it added to the
uniqueness of the event. The cloth that covers the car is just sucked in very smoothly by
the machine and there is no trace of the cloth after the unveil. We hid the machine
behind the backdrop and cut a hole in the bottom through which the satin cloth would
be sucked-in by the machine, leaving no trace of where the cloth disappeared.

The new CLS was unveiled mid sea in a truly dramatic manner amid fanfare by the event
host Brig. Waleed Bin Omar Zawawi – Deputy Chairman of Zawawi Trading Company.



Autoreveal mechanism

























J.    M e d i a  c o v e r a g e

The event was very well covered by the local media houses with press releases and
write-ups about the event appearing in daily newspapers, weekly tabloids, monthly
business and leisure magazines apart from local blogs , business, trade and social
networking websites.

Times of Oman TheWeek



Al Shabiba

Al Watan

Oman Daily - Arabic



Oman Observer

Oman Tribune



Hi



Y Magazine
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J.     C L S  C R U I S E  – A  g r e a t  s u c c e s s    

The event was very well received by the guests as well as the client themselves. The
event stood out to be unique, a never before used concept for a car launch not only in
Oman but in the entire Middle East region.

The CEO & President of Daimler Middle East & Levant – Mr. Mile Belk who was the Guest
of Honor at the launch event shared exceptional reviews about the event. He
maintained that the new CLS did not receive such a spectacular reception anywhere else
in the Middle East and that the event truly showcased the Mercedes-Benz mantra of
‘The best or nothing’ by rightly complimenting the CLS concept of ‘Sensuality and Sense’

With in one weeks time after the event, the Mercedes-Benz showroom in Muscat sold
out all four CLS cars that were sanctioned to them for the initial launch period with a lot
more bookings in the waiting list.

The CLS CRUISE launch event in Oman was very well appreciated by all other Mercedes-
Benz dealers across the world which has made Oman proud for being able to celebrate
in a befitting manner, the 125th birthday of an automobile company that changed our
lives for ever when they invented the Motor Car in 1886. Truly, 125! years of innovation.



K.     N PA  E v e n t s  – A  c o r p o r a t e  p r o f i l e

NPA Events is the only full fledged event management company in Oman which has won
recognitions and accolades at a global level from reputed institutions like the 2010 Middle East
Event Awards, Dubai, UAE and the 2010 IFEA/HAAS & WILKERSON Pinnacle Awards, USA.



When His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said presided over the 35th National Day
Celebrations at Bait Al Alam Palace, the planning, follow-up and execution of that event
had better be the best in the country. And so it was. NPA Events partnered with
Cleverbank (Greece) to organize one of the biggest cultural events the Sultanate has
ever seen.

When launching of the largest urban development project in the Middle East has to be
of the same magnitude, Al Madina A’Zarqa looked at just one dependable partner. And a
whole new city’s foundation was laid… befitting its status.

When the world-renowned Dutch master Rembrandt’s one hundred original etchings
had to be displayed for the first time in the Middle East and North Africa region, in
Muscat, the custodians of these original etchings, the Rembrandt House Museum in
Amsterdam, The Netherlands did not trust all and sundry with this mammoth
responsibility. And sure enough, their trust was repaid in double measure.



When Oman’s biggest annual sporting event of 2006, the H.M’s Cup Football Tournament
was held at the Sultan Qaboos Stadium, managing the logistics of such a popular event can
be mindboggling for most. But certainly not for us.

Celebrating the Silver Jubilee anniversary of one of Oman’s largest Banking institutions, the
Oman Arab Bank, had to be arranged and managed in a scale befitting its status, the
responsibility was handed over to someone who enjoyed an equally trustworthy reputation,
lineage and track record. This sharp corporate move by Oman Arab Bank paid them rich
dividends, and the bank reaped great return on their investments.

The list can go on and on. Be it corporate events, media or business conferences, product
launches, entertainment events, management seminars, celebrity speakers (like Tom Peters,
Ron Kaufman, Shiv Khera and Barry Maher to name a few), international press events,
weddings, plays and theatrical events, live musical concerts, sporting occasions and many
more, NPA Events is the one name that our clients trust.



NPA Events has been managing much of Oman’s best-known and most memorable events 
since 2005. Right from conceptualizing the theme, to putting together the content and the 
overall design of the event, we can manage the entire event from start to finish. Ensuring all 
along the way that the event becomes nothing but a resounding success. At NPA Events one 
will see how we breathe life into our events to make them stand apart for their originality, 
quality and perfect finish.

Our objective is to make sure that any event that we take on breaks free from the clutter.  
Without exception, we deliver only the highest quality standards and make certain that the 
event is an unforgettable experience for our guests. But above all else, we guarantee that 
our clients get the maximum bang for their buck ! 

Clients
Ministry of Sports, Ministry of Tourism, Indian Embassy Muscat, Bank Muscat, H&M, Oman 
Arab Bank, BMW, Rolls-Royce, Volvo, Oman Electricity Transmission Co., Samsung, National 
Life and General Insurance, Blue City, Al Salmi Library,  Khimji Ramdas, Sohar Power, 
INFINITI, Lexus, MHD, OCIPED, Majan Development Co., Oman Cricket Club, Mazda, 
Mercedes-Benz, National Records and Archive Authority – Diwan of Royal Court. 


